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Chapter- 1
Introduction
David Crystal in his book, English as a global language stated that English is the most
influential and commonly spoken language around the world (2). He further suggested that
about a quarter of the world’s population is already fluent or competent in English, and this
figure is steadily growing. At present English is spoken by some 1.5 billion people worldwide
meaning, one in every four people can speak in English (6). It is also becoming the core
standard in determining employability worldwide. In a 2012 survey, the Economist
Intelligence Unit (EIU) which is a British business within the Economist Group through
research and analysis said nearly 70% of their executive workforce will need to master
English in order to realize corporate plans, and a quarter said that more than 50% of their
total workforce will need to have English proficiency to compete on a global scale.
According to Higher Education Statistics Agency each year over 600,000 international
students from 200 countries come to study at universities, colleges and boarding schools in
the UK and another research conducted by Department for Business Innovation & Skills
(BIS)suggests that a further 600,000 come to do a short English language course. People
worldwide are studying this subject because many countries like Bangladesh, Sweden,
Netherlands, Denmark, Singapore, Malaysia etc. have included it as a second language in
their academic system to make sure they can increase and open many opportunities for
individuals across the world.
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Fig: 1. Source: Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU)

Various factors prompted me to major in English as I believe learning about this subject
helps and enables people to better understand and communicate with one another. Hence, my
enrollment in the English and Humanities Department of BRAC University made me really
excited because I knew I would be able to take different English and Humanities courses,
along with courses from other departments. English and Humanities, features a concentration
in literature, English Language Teaching (ELT) and Media and Cultural Studies. It provides
students with different tools to analyze a wide range of issues related to novels, poetry, short
stories, history, culture, linguistics, journalism etc.
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Humanities on the other hand, allow individuals to study art, history, philosophy and
literature of different civilizations and times. English and Humanities together allow
individuals to understand different perspectives and interpretations of art, literature and
history. Thus, I chose to do my B.A. in English.
Our department offers 6 courses in total for the Media and Cultural Studies concentration,
those courses are as follows:
Number

Subject code

Course

Credit

1.

ENG 331

Theory and Practice

03

2.

ENG 333

Globalization and
Media

03

3.

ENG 401

Editing

03

4.

ENG 404

English for the Print
Media

03

5.

ENG 440

Copyrighting

03

6.

ENG 465

Translation studies

03

The focus of each course is different. For example, ENG 331 (Theory and Practice) is
a very versatile and an interdisciplinary course. This course taught us to question our
identities, power, representation and interpretation of things. It concentrates on cultural issues
and questions related to culture, imperialism, hegemony, Orientalism, high culture, low
culture, cross culture and many more things.
ENG-333 (Globalization and Media) on the other hand discussed different aspects and
operating mechanism of global markets, investments, business, trade, economics of diverse
countries etc. It also emphasized on the various transmission of ideas, meanings, and values
around the world.
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Next, ENG 401, 404 and 440 these three are media courses. They are designed to help
students acquire knowledge and skills in journalism and advertising. For example, in ENG401 Editing, is designed so that students have knowledge about spelling, grammar,
punctuation and syntax that are needed to edit any article. Students also acquire knowledge
about other aspects of a newspaper such as page design and layout, editing pictures and
graphics and typography etc.
Lastly, ENG 465- (Translation Studies) taught me different techniques of
understanding the details, nuances and methods related to language and language transfer.
This course helps to develop skills needed in order to translate effectively.
Out of all those courses, I enjoyed learning about media courses the most. It is
because these courses enabled me to draw a connection with whatever I was learning in class
to the contemporary issues in the world. They enlightened me with a deeper insight and
understanding about my surrounding. For instance, the current Rohingya refugee crisis has
been covered by almost every newspaper and media organizations in Bangladesh, in order to
bring them justice. Also, the profession of journalism has always attracted me since my
school life because this profession is considered as respectable, challenging and influential by
many. Hence, all these factors prompted me to decide Media and Cultural Studies as my
concentration.
During my second last semester after completing the required credits for my undergraduation program and was ready to start my final year thesis or internship. As I was a
media major student hence it was mandatory for the students of the media stream of our
university to do an internship. Luckily, I was fortunate enough to do my intern in one of the
leading newspaper organizations in Bangladesh, The Daily Star.
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Chapter- 2
Background and Information
2.1 A brief history of The Daily Star
The Daily Star is the largest English newspaper organization in Bangladesh. Its
considered to be one of the leading and reputed newspapers in Bangladesh. Previously, its
motto was, "Committed to People's Right to Know". This has recently been changed to,
“Your right to know”. This organization is owned by the Multimedia world under the
Transcom Group. It was founded by Syed Mohammad Ali on 14th January, 1991.This
organization is run by a six-member board of directors, and amongst them Rokia Afzal
Rahman is the chairperson. This board both manages and deals with financial matters of The
Daily Star.

Its main office is situated at 64-65, Kazi Nazrul Islam Avenue in Dhaka. Apart from
this; it has another principle bureau in Chittagong; along with several representatives abroad.
Currently, this organization is led by Mahfuz Anam, an editor, publisher, freedom fighter and
also a former United Nations official. Syed Asfaqul Haque is the head of it is general section
and Ahmed Ali is in charge of the Metro section. Apart from them other leaders include:
AFM Jamaluddin (establishment manager), Mizanur Rahman (accounts manager), Selim S.H.
Chowdhury (production and events manager), and Sher Ali (advertising manager).

2.2 The organizational structure of The Daily Star
The Daily Star building is basically divided according to different work sections. For
example, the first five floors (except for 4th floor: cafeteria, gym) are assigned for different
managerial works. The 6th floor where I completed my three-month internship was divided
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into many sub-sections like print and online journalism, page layout, senior editors, sports,
field reporters, photo journalists section etc. Individual journalists, who work on feature
stories for different weekly supplements and tabloids occupy the seventh floor. The different
supplements and tabloids are: Lifestyle, Shout, Star Weekend, Star Showbiz, Shout and they
are published on Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday respectively.

RisingStars, Star Campus, Star Insight, etc. are former publications of The Daily Star.

2.3 The Star online section
The Daily Star (www.thedailystar.net) started its online version in 1997. The online
version of The Daily Star is also called The Star online section. It is situated at the sixth floor
and can be accessed 24/7. Latest national and international news stories are always uploaded
here. This section’s association with the internet has added a new dimension. It not only
created a new platform but also a medium for interaction between readers and writers. For
instance, online readers can easily comment and share a news article after reading it in the
online version of The Daily Star.
The online section can be divided into four parts: English, Bangla, Sports and Social
Media. The head of this department is Mr. Inam Ahmed and the deputy editor is Miss.
Farhana Ahmed, who was also my supervisor. The online team mainly operates under her.
Each of the work of this section is supervised by both of them.
Apart from these two prime figures, the online team also consisted of other members like,
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Fig: 2.
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The time slot of this sector is divided into two shifts, morning and evening shift.
Shift

Time Slot

Morning

10:00 am to 04:00 pm

Evening

04:00 pm to 10:00 pm

I mainly worked in the morning shift, but the days when I had classes, I had to work
in the evening shift. My supervisor made sure that I worked and explored every sector of
online journalism. I am forever grateful to her for this versatile learning experience.

2.4 Integration of internship experience with theory
After the Industrial Revolution more or less all the countries of the world
revolutionized their working systems. For example, Bangladesh has its own established
moral, ethics and practices, which the people of this country must abide by. Many employees
of different organizations of our country follow and adapt to modern business practices (e.g.
hour-based and overtime payment, payroll and various time management system). These
practices are performed by almost every individual to maintain progress, solidarity and
harmony within an organization. Michal Foucault in his book Discipline and Punish
mentioned that a society and its people are a subject to its internal system. This means every
individual has a role to carry out based on his/her position within a society. Similarly, The
Daily Star’s employees carry out their individual roles by performing and operating via these
systems. For example, clocking in and out, getting paid for every hour of overtime work in
return ensures and contributes to the business ethics of The Daily Star.
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The following diagram shows the policy that The Daily Star adheres to when it comes
to wage and facilities.
2.5 Wage and Facilities
Facilities

Status

Wage Board (8th)

Yes

Overtime

Yes

Gratuity & Provident Fund

Yes

Health Insurance

Yes

Festival Bonus

Yes

Transport

Yes

Canteen

Yes

2.6 Panopticon and Gaze
Panopticon is an architectural design of institutional building and a system of control
designed by English philosopher and social theorist Jeremy Bentham. This work was
published towards the end of the 18th century by him. In an article titled, “The Eye of Power”,
Michel Foucault, a French philosopher, historian, theorist, and critic talked about Bentham’s
Panopticon. Here “Pan” refers to all and “Opticon” means to observe. Bentham designed the
building in such a manner that it allowed a single watchman to observe all things of an
institution from his position. According to Foucault, ‘gaze’ is a system of surveillance (9).
During my three-month internship, I was also under this system of surveillance as my
work was observed by supervisor. Moreover, not only was my work observed, the work my
fellow colleagues, senior editors was also observed. This constant gaze made me more active
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and motivated to work to the best of my ability during my working hours. Starting from when
I arrived at work to how I performed, everything was observed.
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Chapter-3
Background of Mass Media and Communication
Before Industrial Revolution, it was difficult for people to travel and know what was
happening in other parts of the world. Sometimes it would take weeks, months or even years
for people to convey news to people in other parts of the world. However, with time and due
to the blessings of industrial revolution, our communication sector gradually changed and
adapted to new means. Some of the pre-revolutionary inventions like rotary printing press,
typewriter, phonograph, the linotype machine etc. transformed traditional organizational
practices of communication for good.
Our contemporary society produces different types of information, be it about
businesses and politics, sports and crimes or events and entertainment. The way information
was shared previously has been replaced due to some of the post-revolutionary inventions
like the advent of the Internet, cell phone, computer, laptop and social networking sites. Not
only did these inventions change the way we perceive information, they also gave rise to
numerous new opportunities and work sectors around the world.
These new innovations are taking place to meet the growing number of heterogeneous
audiences. These innovations have not only uplifted our communication sector, but also
helped in expanding products and business organizations worldwide. And according to Tomi
T. Ahonen’s book Mobile As 7th of the Mass Media: Cellphone, Cameraphone, Iphone,
Smartphone mass media can be divided into7 parts and they are:
1 - Print (books, pamphlets, newspapers, magazines)
2 - Recordings (tapes, cassettes, CD's, DVD's)
3 - Cinema
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4 - Radio
5 - Television
6 - Internet
7. and Mobile Phones.
Moreover, mass media also revolutionized our way of communicating and sharing
information. Technological development led to explosion in the digital communication
sector. Shoemaker in his book MEDIATING THE MESSAGE: Theories of Influences on Mass
Media Content mentioned that during the last “40 years’’ mass media via its contents was
able to transfer information globally (5). This, in turn connected different mediums and
businesses together. For example, various top businesses brands like Amazon, Alibaba, and
eBay are promoting their products and websites with the help of different social media sites
like Facebook, twitter, Instagram. The percentage in the usage of technology with time
increased and varied across the world. It is because it mostly had to do with a country’s
technological development. For instance, technological advancement in countries like China,
Japan and Korea is helping them to boost their different business sectors.
The following diagram shows increase in the percentage of technology usage after digital
revolution.
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Fig: 3. Source: ICT statistics.

This second diagram shows an increase of subscribers in mobile telephone from 1997 to
2007.

Fig: 4. Source: ICT statistics.

Technological development not only elevated our living standards but also our
economy. This third diagram shows the overall global financial growth of 2012 due to
technological advancement.
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Fig: 5. Source: Statistics New Zealand.

3.1 Digital age and its impact on sharing information
Even before the arrival of television and radio, initially newspaper industries alone
used to cover and share information worldwide. Lunden in his book The Death of Print said
newspaper industry or print journalism more specifically has been with us for about“300
years’’ (4). Print journalism from the very beginning had its own distinct characteristics,
principles, structures, routines of production, way of addressing audiences and reporting news
stories.
However, in the digital era, numerous information can be stored and indexed with the
help of the web. Some of the prominent examples are popular websites like YouTube, Flickr
and Wikipedia. Just like these popular websites, traditional journalism also took on new
features, developed new designs and improved its core strength to adapt to the changing
environment (i.e. online journalism, television, radio). These changes can be argued to have
disrupted most traditional media like print newspapers, magazines, books, record companies
etc. For instance, gadgets used in the past like Bullock Press, typewriters, fax documents,
cassettes and CD’s etc. have become extinct due to the advent of the internet.
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3.2 Internet and Journalism
The advent of Internet has brought new changes in the media sector, particularly in
journalism. Newspaper industries went from being mechanical to computer production
systems. For example, journalists gradually started replacing their typewriters with
computers. Internet gave journalism a new shape by creating a versatile platform for its both
readers and writers. The duo can now use and share information with this new platform.
Siapera cited Pavlik in his book The Handbook of Global Online Journalism saying that the
changing technology has affected journalism in several ways and if we search on Google by
writing ‘online journalism’ around 42,400,000 results show up till this date. This numeric
value is an indication of what Pavlik was referring to about over more than a decade ago. It
also proves that online journalism is gaining more attention and popularity than ever before.

Fig: 6. These bar samples show the increased usage of internet based on 2004’s statistics.Source: International
Telecommunication Union.
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Chapter- 4
Emergence of online journalism
Now, due to the technological revolution, journalism evolved and embraced new
stylistic features. This in turn gave rise to online journalism. Steensen in The Handbook of
Global Online Journalism defines online journalism as a new form of journalism which has
its own routines, norms, and practices related to immediacy, interactivity, and multimodality.
All these things are placed together to create an end result known as online news. Pavlik on
the other hand, after analyzing the relationship between technology, labor conditions, and
professional journalistic cultures, coined online journalism as “liquid media work” to
describe the nature of modern journalism (181). Online journalism has changed the face of
traditional journalism for good, he further added. Unlike other types of mainstream media, it
has adapted to new dimensions to storytelling via sound, moving images, video texts,
animation, 3D graphics, illustrations and interactivity.
Siapera further mentions that the evolution of online journalism dates back to 1993,
when the journalism department of Mosaic, the University of Florida launched the first basic
online journalism website. This website ran on a 486–25 processor with 4 megabytes of
RAM and was updated occasionally. The following year, in November, UK’s Daily
Telegraph launched a similar static page known as Electronic Telegraph. Derek Bishton an
English journalist saw it as a new medium filled with many commercial possibilities. This
sector gradually evolved, and in 2009, a group of Northern Belgian journalists and scholars
expressed their concerns regarding the crisis of that the traditional press was facing by
writing a letter to the Minister of media. In that letter they talked about the existing market
logic and its negative impact on print journalism.
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Siapera further added that 20 years after the evolution of online journalism, this sector
slowly and gradually adopted different technological features to improve their marketing
strategies. It started with adapting internet’s different features like hyperlink, interactivity and
engagement of multimedia. Slowly this experiment gained momentum with its engagement
with different websites and social networking sites. For instance, at present newspaper
organizations share their different news contents on different social networking sites like
blog, Twitter Facebook etc.

4.1 Characteristics of Online Journalism
i)

Has its own routines, norms, and practices.

ii)

Flexible in nature

iii)

Intra platform coordination

iv)

Easy accessibility of information

v)

Multimedia Journalism: inclusion of social networking sites and graphics
designing

vi)

Participatory journalism: Interaction between reader and writer

vii)

Contributors appear in online journalism across the world

4.2 Internet users in Bangladesh
In Bangladesh along with The Daily Star, other top media organizations have already
adopted multimedia practices of storytelling and sharing information. Such organizations
include ProthomAlo, New Age and Dhaka Tribune among the newspapers and bdnews.24,
banglanews.24 among online news websites. Broadcast media like NTV, Shomoy and
Channel I too have adopted this practice.
During my three-month internship experience at The Daily Star, Mr. Inam Ahmed
explained the online sector to me by mentioning its rise with time. As more and more people
are gaining access to internet everyday, it is enabling them to visit and read news stories from
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different websites. In order to prove this, two diagrams are included below. These show the
increase of internet usage from 2012 to 2017 in Bangladesh.
According to Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission (BRTC) the total
number on Internet subscribers reached 31140.804 thousand at the end of February, 2012 in
Bangladesh.

Fig: 7. Source: http://www.btrc.gov.bd/content/internet-subscribers-bangladesh-february-2012

And by the end of October, 2017, internet subscribers reached 79.789 million.

Fig: 8. Source: http://www.btrc.gov.bd/content/internet-subscribers-bangladesh-october-2017

Although, internet usage has increased with time, along with its increased usage rate,
it has also enabled different groups of readers to gain access to these news stories. This in
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turn created a mass market for the internet giants and competitors. In order to compete in this
new platform, identifying one’s audiences is very crucial.

4.3 Identifying online audiences
Identifying the online audience is very crucial. This not only allows journalists to
select what kind of news stories to publish, but also helps in selecting reader appropriate
contents for their web. Once the identification is over, journalists can then proceed with other
work, for example, Pew Research Center for Excellence in Journalism conducted a survey in
2010, to identify who these online users are. The results showed that the online news readers
varied according to their age groups. According to the survey, 29% people belonged to the
(18-29) age group. This rate however increased amongst the age group of 30-49 by 39%.
Moreover, the following survey not only identified online audiences but also gave details
about their background as well.

Fig: 9. Source: Pew Research Center for Excellence in Journalism (2010).

The research center also conducted another survey in which the focus primarily was
on the preference of different websites. The research included different media contents along
with news websites. The results showed that despite having dominant competitors like
newspapers, TV and radio, news websites are still being read and the news stories are shared
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everyday. For example, the following diagram shows, at least 38% of the online users read
different news stories in a national or local news website.

Fig: 10.
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Chapter – 5
My internship experience at The Daily Star
5.1 Work of online journalists
Online journalists need to prepare news reports on various aspects from across the
country. These aspects include: crime, politics, diplomatic affairs (international
affairs),business, special budget covering (possible impact), special issues like any national
crisis, for instance, covering of the ‘Holy artisan attack’, disaster (landslide), sports, video
story and reports, small documentaries, writing reviews (film, web) etc.
Online journalists also collect press releases, pictures and news stories from different
internal and external sources like field correspondents, BSS (Bangladesh Sangbad Sangstha),
UNB (United News Bangladesh), Reuters, Reuters Media Express, AFP, AFP Relaxnews, AP
(Associated Press) etc. Later, these news stories would get edited and translated.
Moreover, on a regular basis, they need to update or inform the appointed
correspondent of The Daily Star about anything that is happening right at this moment which
is news worthy or something to look at. It is like a two-way process.
Apart from these, breaking news/SMS/ text based alert service for users of mobile
phones are also performed by them.
However, my internship experience thought me that journalists are not just supposed to write
news stories. The core purpose of a journalist is to do research, document, write, and present
the news in an honest, ethical and unbiased manner. Its not the job of a journalist to present
news stories from their own point of view. Shoemaker in his book, MEDIATING THE
MESSAGE quoted Altheide who mentioned that journalists present news from nobody's point
of view. Similar expression was also shared by Richard Salant, a CBS executive, when he
mentioned that their reporters do not cover stories from their point of view.
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In general, it can be said a journalist might need to work for hours, at times maintain
an unpredictable schedule, keep track of current events, be able to address difficult questions,
attend news conferences and stay up to date with privacy and defamation laws.
Moreover, while doing my internship, I noticed my supervisor assigning different
tasks to different desk editors. Everyday numerous news stories along with their pictures are
sent to all the members of this section via e-mail by the different field correspondents of The
Daily Star. These reporters are assigned to different districts of Bangladesh from where they
collect news stories and email them to the editors in the form of a press release. Next, these
press releases get selected and divided among the desk editors by my supervisor.

5.2 Selecting press releases
As journalism is about gathering information, thus it is up to the journalists to decide
which news stories they want to select for publishing/uploading. David Manning White in his
book, Journalism in the Mass Media termed journalists as ‘gatekeepers’. He believes that
journalists act as gatekeepers of media messages and select eminent events on a daily basis,
those that become "news" later on.
News stories can be of two levels, micro and macro level. Micro level news stories
generally tend to center around individuals, social network or organization. These small-scale
stories tend to have a hierarchy effect on what happens at the macro level. For example,
micro-level news stories like garments workers going on a strike can have an effect on the
overall GDP of a country. Having an effect on the GDP is the macro-level effect. Thus, in
terms of selecting press releases, prominence of the news is kept in mind.
Before selecting any press release, certain things are checked by an editor, for instance:
i)

Is it worthy of publishing

ii)

Cross checking all the information
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iii)

Pictures related to the news

iv)

Name and phone number of the field correspondent

v)

Overlapping of information

vi)

Oddity of the news story etc.

The Daily Star commonly receives press releases both in Bangla and English. It mostly deals
with two types of press releases: political and peer service/business. Below I have attached
two pictures, one is a Bangla and the other one is an English press release:
Bangla

Fig: 11. Source: (Self-captured)
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English

Fig: 12. Source: (Self-captured)

5.3 Collecting news stories from different sources
Apart from press releases, like print journalists’ online journalists’ also have access to
different online news websites for collecting news stories. Siapera in his book, The Handbook
of Global Online Journalism quoted Patterson who presented a survey where he found that
along with the increase in the quantity of online news sites, reports prepared by eminent news
agencies have also increased by 43%. Hence, we can see there are various local and
international news agencies available, who sell news stories to different newspaper
organisations across the world. Local and international news sources include UNB (United
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News Bangladesh) and BSS (Bangladesh Sangbad Sangstha), Reuters, Reuters Media
Express AFP, AFP Relaxnews, AP (Associated Press) news and AP video etc.
The Daily Star’s online section subscribes to these websites, which allows them to
incorporate different news stories, images and videos from them. Every day numerous
stories are incorporated form these websites both in the print and online version of The Daily
Star. These news websites prepare reports about different national and international events.
Journalists can select news from different categories like national, international, business,
politics, world, sports, technology, lifestyle, picture, video etc. These contents can in general
vary from website to website.

5.4 Editing
News reporters edit news stories by focusing on word choice, correcting content,
style, logic as well as grammar, spelling and punctuation. For example, most editors write
and edit news in the inverted pyramid style. Also, the content of a news story is edited by
focusing on different influential external factors like audience, economic, market, cultural
and social forces. For instance,
In terms of editing news, the following steps are followed,
i)

The introduction part is always written by keeping the 5W’s and 1’H (who, what,
when, where, why and how) in mind

ii)

Be certain, supporting points should clearly reflect and support the main objective
of the news

iii)

Make sure supporting points are accurate and convincing

iv)

Irrelevant information needs to be removed

In case of pictures, editors usually edit them in Photoshop, following a ratio of 1300:728
(Height: Width).
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5.5 Translating news stories
After editing comes translation. All the press releases are primarily sent in Bangla
hence, they need to be translated into English. News stories are translated by following
proper news language formality and keeping reader orientation in mind. It is known to us that
translation is a very common and age-old activity. From the very beginning there was always
a tug of war between form and content among the scholars regarding translation. At present,
time the war still exists, but only the title of this dichotomy has changed to word for word and
sense for sense. In terms of translating anything whether it is a press release or story, certain
obstacles like semantic, syntactical and grammatical errors eventually show up for every
translator.
Hence, every translator needs to find the best possible solution that is out there to
cope with these issues. Likewise, in online journalism press releases should be translated in
such a manner, that it sounds as though the text is communicating with its reader.
Technical jargons must be avoided, so that readers can easily understand what they
are reading. For this communicative translation (sense for sense translation) can be one of the
best way of translating a news story. Peter Newmark in his book, A Textbook of Translation
distinguishes

between

communicative

and

semantic

translation

by

saying

that,

“Communicative translation attempts to produce on its readers an effect as close as possible
to […] the original” (38). This means the translation does not change the original meaning of
the text. Similarly, journalists always need to remain faithful to the original text, and
therefore operating via this translating mechanism allows them to remain faithful to the
original version of the text.
Journalists also need to remember that a good translation cannot be done by following
the ‘word for word technique’. Rather translation needs to be done by following the ‘sense
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for sense technique’ as it represents equivalent textual meaning in the target language. Hence,
while translating, a journalist also needs to ensure that the translation does not sound odd in
the target language and for this Catford in his book A Linguistic Theory of Translationcreated
a linguistic approach to translation based on the linguistic aspect of Hallidayan functional
linguistics. There Catford defined translation as “the replacement of textual material in one
language by equivalent textual material in another language” (20). The same applies to
journalism as well. For instance, while translating a press release into English from Bangla,
equivalent English words and sentences are required for the replacement of Bangla words and
sentences.

5.6 Tumbled Pyramid

Fig: 13. Tumbled Pyramid
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We know print journalism has its own set of rules and structure that it is bound to
follow. Similarly, in case of online journalism there are separate rules of presenting a news
story on the website. The Inverted pyramid, this form is tied to print journalism. However, in
case of online journalism, a different approach is required. João Canavilhasa Portugal
journalist invented “the tumbled pyramid” to meet this different approach. Just like hard
news, online journalism has its limitations too; hence, following the inverted pyramid
structure for online journalism is not enough. This is where tumbled the pyramid comes in. It
is a more open design, which encourages online navigation and personal reading paths. It also
has a specific way of organizing information. For example, this structure in total has four
levels: Unit base, Explanation level, Contextual level and Exploration level.

How this model works
The unit base section consists of a brief summary of the main news story. This
summary addresses basic information like, who, what, when, where, why and how (the 5W’s
and 1H). Answers to these questions are always presented in the introduction part. However,
in the explanation level, answering ‘why’ is not always required in journalism. The ‘why’
becomes more applicable only in case of analyzing a news story or submitting a special news
report.

Next, the story is broken into orderly conversations. Here the editor will decide whose
quotes to put and in which order. These orderly conversations will clearly explain what
happened, what the witness saw, or the progress about the next step etc. The contextual level
will also follow the traditional 4W’s and 1’H to address these sources. Moreover, these steps
are followed to ensure readers that know where the story will lead to eventually, what turning
points are expected, while at the same time mentioning where they started from. Since
majority of the online news stories are concise and to the point, hence full demonstration of
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this model might not be possible. However, it seems to work best on longer news items and
feature stories, published in the print version, as the exploration level tends to dig deep to find
answers to almost every possible question.

Print news

Fig: 14. Source: (Self-captured)
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Online news

Fig: 15. Source: (Self-captured)

5.7 How to write a proper news headline
Headline is a very crucial part of any news. It needs to be catchy enough to grab
reader’s attention. During my internship, I was told that in this section editors have the full
freedom of being creative. Here, they can play around with words in order to make it
interesting and catchy. Being grammatically correct is not always necessary. However, an
absurd or over exaggerated of headline is strictly prohibited; editors need to remain faithful to
the original story while writing the headline of any news story.
Lastly, before uploading, the deputy editor goes through the news story one more time
to make sure there are no errors in it. At this stage, the following things are generally rechecked:
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No.
1.

Area

Description

Grammar

News stories cannot have grammatical
typos in them

2.

Sentence structure

Simple sentence structure

3.

Organization of story

Follows the 4W’s and 1H.

4.

Reader orientation

Targeting which readers (teenagers,
geeks, educated, middle-class readers etc.)

5.

Cross checking information

Carefully goes through the background
and facts.

6.

Checks for the credibility of the
source

Field and photo correspondent, news
sources etc.

Once my supervisor is done rechecking it, her remarks and corrections are taken into
account immediately. When these things are done, a news story is uploaded on The Daily
Star’s website. Once it is uploaded, senior editor, Mr. Inam Ahmed monitors it from the web.
If for some reason he is not satisfied with something or finds a mistake, he immediately lets
the online team know about it. Afterwards, those suggestions and errors are rectified
accordingly.
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5.8 PANEL: Uploading news stories

Fig: 16. Panel. Source: (Self-captured)

New stories are uploaded on The Daily Star’s website via its panel. Each journalist
has his/her own user name and password through which he/she can log into his/her panel.
After signing in, the top section of the website shows multiple contents like Dashboard,
Content, Structure, View, Revisions, Status, Clear facebook cache and Shortcuts. In order to
upload a news story an editor needs to select ‘Add News’ under ‘Shortcuts’ category from the
panel.
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Fig: 17. Panel.Source: (Self-captured)

Next, after clicking on ‘Add News’ various other categories like Shoulder, Headline,
Sub-head, Alternative headline, Byline and Body part can be seen. Here, an editor needs to
fill information accordingly. The ‘Byline’ section will always carry the source name of any
news story, for example, Star Online Report, Writer’s name, BSS, UNB, Reuters, AP, AFP,
AFP Relaxnews etc.
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Fig: 18.Panel.Source: (Self-captured)

After that the intro or the blurb section of the news always needs to be typed in
present tense. Next, in the ‘Tags’ box key search words or relevant key words need to be
inserted. The ‘News type’ box contains two categories which are print and web. As I worked
in the online section, I was always instructed to select ‘Web’ for this section.
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Fig: 19. Panel. Source: (Self-captured)

Then, under ‘Content-Main’ category lies ‘News Category’. It helps to select the
suitable criteria of a news story. For example, there are multiple categories available like
Country, National, International, Sports, Entertainment, City, Health, Environment, Off beat,
Climate change, US, UK, South-East Asia etc.
After selecting suitable categories, the position of the news on The Daily Star’s
website needs to selected. For example, is it going to be a lead story (1st position) or is it
going to be placed in the 6th position on their website.
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Fig: 20. Panel. Source: (Self-captured)

In order to upload a picture of a news story, ‘Content-Media’ category has to be
selected, and then the picture size can be customized from the edit option of the panel.

Fig 21: Panel Source: (Self-captured)

Once everything is selected and done, the editor needs to click on the ‘Save’ option to
upload the news story on the website. At times the editor can go back to the news and edit it
by clicking the ‘Edit and Save’ option.
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My published work
During my three-month internship, I was given different press releases to translate
and edit from time to time. Once, I was told to write a news story from one of their field
correspondents about a convict who died in police custody. When I took this story, the
reporter at first gave me its background. For example, the name, age, and residence of the
convict. Next, he informed me about when and why he was taken into custody. Along with
this, he gave other information like quotations from important sources like police officers,
witnesses, doctors and family members. Next, he mentioned the possible reasons behind his
death based on sources. For example, police said he died of cardiac arrest. Once everything
was mentioned, I began editing the story following the steps that have been mentioned earlier
in the sub-section titled Editing.
After editing, translating the news story became easy. The translated part has to be
reader friendly. For example, in case of a dead person, ‘deceased’ is always used instead of
‘dead person’. Also, the position of each source we quote needs to be mentioned explicitly.
For instance, in case of a police officer, the post needs to be clearly mentioned.

The

designation, ‘Officer in Charge (OC)’ or ‘Sub Inspector (IS)’ needs to be specified along with
the name of the district police station he is currently working in.
However, if for some reason, any information was missing, then editors could easily
collect that information from the field reporters because both desk editors and field reporters
work on the same floor. However, if for some reason, the reporter is not present in the office,
then information or conformation needed for news items can also be verified over phone as
desk editors generally have numbers of all the field reporters.
This was the final outlook of the news story after uploading it on The Daily Star’s
website.
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Fig: 22.Panel.Source: (Self-captured)
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5.9 Comparison between Print and Online journalism
During my three-month internship experience, I have been able to notice significant
differences between the print and online version of The Daily Star. The following table
illustrates my points:
Content

Online version

Print version

1. Instant update



X

2. Interaction mode



X

3. Errors

Comparatively more

Comparatively less

4. Redirect



X

5. Search by keywords



X

6. Multimedia features
(hyperlink, images,
video etc.)
7. Display of



X









commercials
8. Weather forecast
9. Structure of news
10. Decline
11. Space

Tumbled pyramid

Inverted pyramid

No

Yes

Comparatively spacious

Limited
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Conclusion
Overall, my internship experience at The Daily Star was positive. I was happy that I
was fortunate enough to work with so many talented people of this industry. As a matter of
fact, from what I have learned and understood from my experience is that every task is
initially planned, developed and completed very thoroughly, and a lot of hard work goes into
that.
This three-month journey has not only taught me how to be professional in a work
environment, but also helped me to use my theoretical knowledge in real‐life situations as
well. For this, I am sincerely thankful to my university along with the whole online team of
The Daily Star.
Moreover, with the grace of the Almighty, after my three-month internship at The
Daily Star my boss was pleased with my performance, and offered me to join the online team
officially as a trainee online journalist. Here is a picture of my appointment letter.
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Fig: 23.
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